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1.01 SITE / CONTEXT ANALYSIS + STRATEGY
SITE HISTORY

The station was opened on 23rd December 1865 with 
the name Aldersgate Street. The station’s name was 
shortened to Aldersgate on 1st November 1910 and it 
was renamed again on 24th October 1924 to Aldersgate 
& Barbican. Its present name was adopted on 1st Dece-

meber 1968.
Train services were disrupted during the Second World 
War when the station suffered severe bomb damage in 
the Blitz, particularly in December 1941. This led to the 
removal of the upper floors and in 1955 the remainder 

of the street-level building was demolished.
The Thameslink platforms at Barbican Station were 
closed in March 2009 as part of the Thameslink Pro-
gramme to allow Farringdon to have its mainline plat-
forms extended across Thameslink’s Moorgate branch. 

As a result, Barbican is no longer a multimodal station. 
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1.01 SITE / CONTEXT ANALYSIS + STRATEGY
SITE LOCATION 
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1.02 PROGRAMME + ORGANISATION
BUILDING PERSPECTIVE
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1.03 STRUCTURAL STARTEGY
STRUCTURAL PATHS + CONNECTIONS

The original structural concept utilised the retaining wall 
corbals - remnants of the earlier roof usuing them as the 
main connection points to support the structural deck 
plate. 
However, after a consultaion with Eckersley O’Callaghan 
Engineers it was established that the retaining walls 
wouldn’t be able to support the additional weight of 
the deck plate. As such, piles will be drilled beind the 
walls and steel connection beams will be fed through 
the brick face to support the deck plate. 

01 - Original Corbal
02 - Retaining Wall Arches
03 - Upper Floor Load Path
04 - Ground Floor Load Path
05 - Lower Ground Floor Load Path
06 - Steel Pile Connector
07 - Piles
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1.04 CONSTRUCTION METHODS
STRUCTUAL MODEL
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2.02 DETAILED STRUCTURAL STRATEGY
PRIMARY STRUCTURE - DECK PLATE 

Lower Ground Floor - Primary Structure

Ground Floor - Primary Structure

Upper Floor - Primary Structure
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2.02 DETAILED STRUCTURAL STRATEGY
PRIMARY STRUCTURE - DECK PLATE
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2.03 MATERIAL SELECTION + PERFORMANCE
MATERIAL USE 
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Archeological Materials

Engineering Materials
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2.03 MATERIAL SELECTION + PERFORMANCE
MATERIAL USE

01_Rammed earth has been chosen as the building ma-
terial for part of the gallery walls. Inspired by archeolog-
ical digs and the world beneath pur feet, the wall will 
form a continuous central core wall for the galleries al-
lowing artifacts to displayed in a manner similar to how 
they were found. 

I will be going into further detail about the performance 
of rammed earth later. 

02_Again inspired by the word of the archeological dig, 
the roofs of the gallery spaces will be covered in a liv-
ing sedum roof. This will maintain a pleasnat view down 
onto the building and be in keeping with the require-
ments of the City of London Local Plan. 
From above it will appear as though visitors are decend-
ing into the earth below. 

03_The building will age and weather revealing its pas-
sage through time. The metal facade cladding will gain 
a patina and streeks as it is weathered. It also acts as a 
reminder of the London Undergrounds engneered tun-
nel constructions and other heavily engineered metal 
structures. 

04_The structural deckplate of the building will be 
formed of a kit of cellular steel beams creating a cranked  
beam truss system. 

05_Glazing will form an integral part of the building en-
velope. The main walkways connecting the gallery spac-
es across the three floors will be heavily glazed. It is im-
portant that visitors are able to orientate themselves to 
the station below and the other gallery spaces around 
them. It is also important that the museum is viewed 
form the platforms of the station.  
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2.05 CASE STUDY
HOUSE OF PLANT

Case Study – House of Plant (Kräuterzentrum), Ricola 
2014

Architect: Herzog + De Meuron

Rammed Earth Facade Specialist: Lehm Ton Erde Schweiz 
(Martin Rauch)

The project, situated near Basel, Switzerland, is a new 
production facility for Ricola, the manufacturer of herbal 
cough drops and breath mints.

Largely built out of locally sourced earth, the Kräuterzen-
trum uses prefabricated earth elements that are manu-
factured in factory close to the site. Now the biggest con-
temporary earth building in the world, the building is a 
rectangle of 120m by 30m by 11m high with a 45cm thick 
rammed earth wall facade.

Comprising a mixture of clay, marl and soil, the rammed 
earth helps to maintain a cool internal environment, regu-
lates humidity and has a positive, sustainable effect on the 
use of energy and overall climate control. It took a team of 
5 to 9 workers to prefabricate and assemble all of the pan-
els. As there is no roof and no plaster to protect the walls, 
the erosion is controlled by lime lines incorporated in the 
walls every 80cm preventing water flowing down at high 
speeds along the facade. 

The House of Plant is a chance for earth building material 
to become more accepted and trusted and to be used at 
bigger scale. The potential of this material is unevaluated in 
Europe. It is a resource in abundance, it’s free and renew-
able. The association between new technologies and earth 
material can be a source of creativity and bring solutions 
for a truly sustainable construction technique. 
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2.05 CASE STUDY
HOUSE OF PLANT

Case Study – House of Plant (Kräuterzen-
trum), Ricola 2014

Architect: Herzog + De Meuron

Rammed Earth Facade Specialist: Lehm Ton 
Erde Schweiz (Martin Rauch)

Construction Process

All of the rammed earth panels for the House 
of Plant were constructed by 5 - 9 workers in 
a factory hall close to the construction site. 
Predominantly built from earth, extracted 
from local quarries and mines and comprising 
a mixture of clay, marl and soil, the mixture 
was fed into the formwork and compacted in 
layers roughly 80cm thick. 

Once fully compacted the form work was re-
moved and the panels were left to fully dry. 
Once dry, they could be transported to site 
where they were craned into position and as-
sembled. Thanks to the plasticity of the loam, 
the seams could then be retouched giving the 
overall structure a homogeneous appearance.
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2.06 WATER INGRESS / RAINWATER DRAINAGE
RAIN HARVESTING ROUTE
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2.06 WATER INGRESS / RAINWATER DRAINAGE
DETAILS
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2.07 KEY JUNCTION
WALL DETAIL
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2.07 KEY JUNCTION
WALL DETAIL
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2.08 CONSTRUCTION DETAILS
LOCATION

DETAIL_04

DETAIL_01 + 02

DETAIL_03

DETAIL_05

This section shows the key 
construction details which 
have been developed. There 
are five points which have 
been explored and drawn up 
in detail. 
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2.08 CONSTRUCTION DETAILS
RAMMED EARTH WALL
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2.08 CONSTRUCTION DETAILS
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3.01  OVERALL ENERGY STRATEGY 

Glass Walkways - Making use of the natural daylight on sight, 
the glass walkways act as the main circulation routes through 
the building. Clearly visable from the station below and provid-
ing views of the surrounding spaces from within, the buildings 
circulation can be clearly understood. 

Rain Harvesting  - The building has a large roof area that will 
havest the rain water on site. The water will be used for the se-
dum roofs, as grey water for the museums facilities and for the 
water pipes running beneath the lower ground floor spaces. 

Building Envelope - The building envelope will act as the main  
thermal insulation for the gallery spaces. As well as preventing 
water ingress it will control solar gain and maintain a comfort-
able environment throughout the museum. 

Under Floor Heating - The majority of the building will be nat-
urally ventialted, taking advantage of skylights and the thermal 
mass of the rammed earth wall. However, the environment in 
the reading room and store rooms on the lower ground floor 
has to be carefully controlled. This will be achived by an air 
handling unit in the plant room and under floor heating. 

Chilled Water Pipes - The majority of the building will be nat-
urally ventialted, taking advantage of skylights and the thermal 
mass of the rammed earth wall. However, the environment in 
the reading room and store rooms on the lower ground floor 
has to be carefully controlled. This will be achived by an air 
handling unit in the plant room and chilled water pipes run-
ning beneath the raised floor. 
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3.03 VENTILATION / HEATING +COOLING
STORE ROOM STUDY 
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3.02 WATER SUPPLY / DRAINAGE + TREATMENT
RAIN HARVESTING AREA 
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3.02 WATER SUPPLY / DRAINAGE + TREATMENT
RAINWATER ROUTE

The large area of the roof will 
be utilised to collect rain water 
to be used in the building. The 
diagrams show the overall roof 
area compared with the usable 
rain harvesting area and the 
route the collected water will 
take through the building. The 
collected water will be used as 
grey water for the museums fa-
cilities, maintaining the sedum 
roof and the heating and cool-
ing pipes.
 
Area of Usable Roof x Average Rain Fall 
X 0.9 (loss ration) = Total

Area = 1617m2

Average Rainfall Per Year – 71L

1617 x 71 x 0.9 = 103326L per year




